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MATCH INFORMATION   

 
 
Home team: Newcastle Visiting team: Sunderland AFC 

Date:  01/02/14 Time:  12:45hrs 
Score:  0 - 3 
 
LOCATION 
Country: UK City: Newcastle  
Stadium: St James’ Park 
 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ARRESTS / EJECTIONS 

 

 Home  
Supporters 

Visiting 
Supporters 

Others (not football 
supporters) 

Number of arrests (total)           4 1  

Number of those arrested that 
were known risk supporters 

0 0  

Number of ejections from stadium 3 0  

 
 

No of HOME Supporters       No of Away Supporters 

 
49,666 

 
2,614 

 
 
 
 
 

PRE-MATCH 

 
Pre match, there were two collisions on the preferred route from the Stadium of Light to St 
James’ Park which resulted in a diversion of the convoy of supporter coaches. This did not cause 
significant delay in their arrival at the ground and they entered without incident.  
The away supporters arriving by Metro & train were escorted on foot to St James’ Park, where 
they were met with general hostility by the Newcastle supporters. Six smoke grenades and 
missiles were thrown at the foot escort however no injuries were reported.  
One Sunderland fan was arrested for being drunk entering a sports ground prior to the start of 
the match.   
    

DURING MATCH  

 
All fans were initially boisterous and gesturing aggressively towards each other. Sunderland 
scored an early goal which resulted in the away supporters throwing a broken seat into the air 
within the away section but with no reported injuries. The home supporters became subdued 



following a swift Sunderland second goal. There were reports of coin throwing by Sunderland 
supporters across the segregation line and Newcastle fans venting their frustration singing anti 
Mike Ashley songs.  
During the second half small pockets of home fans began to leave the stadium and this 
increased significantly following Sunderland’s third goal. Phase three was called to deal with the 
increase in persons leaving. This was followed by three separate individuals (home supporters) 
running onto the pitch. All were detained by stewards however, fans intervened between the 
stewards and the first male who made his escape from the stadium. The two subsequent males 
were arrested for pitch encroachment.  
There were three confirmed ejections from the ground for abuse of concessionary tickets and 
being drunk in a sports ground.       
 

POST MATCH 

 
Following the final whistle, Sunderland supporters were in buoyant spirits and remained n the 
bars after the holdback had been released. When attempts were made by NUFC to close the 
bars, several fans refused to allow the shutters to close and had to be robustly persuaded to 
leave the bar area. As a result, a significant number of fans had to catch up with the foot escort 
on route to the Central Station. Fortunately their mood was good and this did not cause any 
issues.  
There were reports of Newcastle fans throwing missiles at the return foot escort but this was not 
substantiated.  
 

Match Result  -  Attendance Home/Away – No. of Away coaches attending 

Newcastle 0 - Sunderland 3 
17 coaches attended in pre arranged escorted convoys.  
 

Details of Arrests 

Drunk entering a sports ground – Charged to court  
Pitch Encroachment – Charged to court  
Pitch Encroachment - Charged to court  
Sec 5 POA – Charged to court  
Pitch encroachment – Charged to court  
 

 


